
Another Bill Clinton Adviser, Who Let Epstein Into The WH 7 Times, Died
Mysteriously!

Description

USA: Another Bill Clinton, a former associate who aided schedule a meeting with Epstein, has died
under mysterious circumstances. At the age of 59, the person was suffering an unusually early demise.
He was responsible for bringing Epstein into the WH ad coordinated plane flights together.

Now he has died at the age of 59, and the cause of death is unknown.

 

This is what we know:

BREAKING REPORT: Mark Middleton, Bill Clinton’s SPECIAL ADVISOR from Little Rock,
Arkansas who CONNECTED the former president to deceased pedophile JEFFREY
EPSTEIN dies at the age of 59..

— Chuck Callesto (@ChuckCallesto) May 11, 2022

?@HillaryClinton? aka #Killary & ?@BillClinton? aka #SlickWilly you two are sure busy in
your retirement years! #Arkancide

Mark Middleton dead at 59 – Bill Clinton’s special advisor ‘who let Epstein into White House
7 TIMES’ dies https://t.co/kKM2PaMks0

— Zade Smith? (@ZadeSmith6) May 12, 2022

His name is Mark Middleton. pic.twitter.com/mmeo1qbtNf

— Ben Owen (@hrkbenowen) May 11, 2022
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The investigation into Epstein and Ghislaine is ongoing; it seems that no one else can be charged and
held responsible.

The names on the list haven’t been made public and called to court.

The Daily Mail reported:

One of Bill Clinton’s former special advisors who helped cement his friendship with Jeffrey Epstein has 
died at the age of 59, becoming the latest associate of the former President to die young.

Mark Middleton’s family said that he passed away on Saturday in a statement which did not reveal the 
cause of death.

The father-of-two lived in Little Rock, Arkansas, and local law enforcement and the county coroner told 
DailyMail.com that they were not investigating the death and did not respond to it.

The Middleton family did not reply to requests for comment.

Middleton had for decades run an air conditioning business in Little Rock but in the 1990s he was a 
special advisor to Clinton and finance director on his Presidential campaign.

During that time Middleton admitted Epstein to the Clinton White House on seven of the at least 17 
times the late pedophile visited.

Middleton also flew on Epstein’s plane and appears to have acted as a conduit between the two men.

DailyMail.com has previously reported on how Epstein’s access to the Clinton White House gave him 
entry to a world of influence he would cultivate for the rest of his life and use to impress and threaten 
underage girls he abused.

Middleton’s death was announced in a Facebook post – now deleted – for the family’s air conditioning 
company, Middleton Heat & Air.

According to a report in Arkansas Business, the company was one of the largest HVAC providers in 
the state.

The post said: ‘The Middleton Family is saddened to share that Mark Middleton passed away this 
weekend.

‘The Middleton family has lost an inspiring and dedicated leader, as well as a son, brother, husband, 
and father. Mark leaves behind a company that he helped build from the ground up alongside his 
family and was proud to run for the last 25 years.

‘No words can express our sadness over this loss or our gratitude for your support and prayers during 
this time’.

Middleton was also managing partner of the investment firm MidCorp Capital, an investment company, 
and worked for a handful of nonprofit foundations.

The only potential hint at a possible cause was a request in Middleton’s obituary that, instead of 
flowers, well wishers donate to a service that specializes in counseling and therapy linked to the New 
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Life Church, which is based in Arkansas.

A spokesman for the Little Rock Police Department said they had not investigated the death.

Social media users pointed out that this isn’t the first mysterious death linked to the Clintons. Dozens of
people connected to this family have died under mysterious circumstances.

This is what they said:

BREAKING: Former President Bill Clinton’s “Jeffrey Epstein fixer” Mark Middleton suddenly
dies age 59

Middleton was Clinton’s special advisor who admitted Jeffrey Epstein to the White House
17 times and accompanied Bill Clinton on his numerous flights to Epstein Island

— Retro Tech Noir (@RetroTechNoir) May 11, 2022

Clinton Keeps Adding The Body Counts? pic.twitter.com/owTohuLu0z

— 5DME81 (@5dme81) May 12, 2022

Another person connected to the Clintons mysteriously dies? One more for the Clinton
Body count. Maybe Durham had him in his sights and he had to go. Just saying. 
pic.twitter.com/0WdeljnJgv

— Nashman00769 (@nashman00769) May 12, 2022

Addition to the Clinton body count?? ?

He was special assistant to Bill Clinton during his presidency.https://t.co/tStAu1U426

— Lucy Loo ?? (@LucyLoo92982095) May 12, 2022

We expect more details soon.

The Sun reported:

PRESIDENT Bill Clinton’s former special advisor, Mark Middleton passed away Saturday at the age of 
59 as confirmed by his family.

Middleton is known for cementing the former president’s friendship with Jeffrey Epstein.

The cause of his death was not confirmed. Middleton ran an air conditioning business in Little Rock, 
Arkansas for decades before becoming a special advisor to Clinton and financial director for his 
Presidential Campaign.
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“The Middleton family has lost an inspiring and dedicated leader, as well as a son, brother, husband, 
and father,” wrote a representative of Middleton Heat & Hair in a Facebook post.

“Mark leaves behind a company that he helped build from the ground up alongside his family and was 
proud to run for the last 25 years.

“No words can express our sadness over this loss or our gratitude for your support and prayers during 
this time”

During his time with Clinton, he reportedly invited Epstein to the White House for at least seven of 
Epstein’s 17 visits.

Middleton may have also flown on Epstein’s plane and connected the two powerful men.

The story is developing.
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